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Abstract Charge transfer is usually accompanied by struc-
tural changes in materials under different conditions. How-
ever, the charge transfer in energetic materials that are
subjected to extreme conditions has seldom been explored
by researchers. In the work described here, the charge trans-
fer in single molecules and unit cells of the explosives TATB
and HMX under high temperatures and high pressures was
investigated by performing static and dynamic calculations
using three DFT methods, including the PWC functional of
LDA, and the BLYP and PBE functionals of GGA. The
results showed that negative charge is transferred from the
nitro groups of molecular or crystalline TATB and HMX
when they are heated. All DFT calculations for the com-
pressed TATB unit cell indicate that, generally, negative
charge transfer occurs to its nitro groups as the compression
increases. PWC and PBE calculations for crystalline HMX
show that negative charge is first transferred to the nitro
groups but, as the compression increases, the negative
charge is transferred from the nitro groups. However, the
BLYP calculations indicated that there was gradual negative
charge transfer to the nitro groups of HMX, similar to the
case for TATB. The unrelaxed state of the uniformly com-
pressed TATB causes negative charge to be transferred from
its nitro groups, in contrast to what is seen in the relaxed
state. Charge transfer in TATB is predicted to occur much
more easily than in HMX.

Keywords Charge transfer . Explosives . Extreme
conditions

Introduction

Much attention is currently being paid to the structures,
properties, and behaviors of materials subjected to ex-
treme conditions, such as high temperatures, high pres-
sures, high densities, intense radiation, strong electric
fields, high shock or impact velocities, and so on. For exam-
ple, LANL is currently sponsoring the MaRIE (matter–radia-
tion interactions in extremes) Project, which focuses on the
interactions between materials and radiation under extreme
conditions [1].

Energetic materials (EMs) are a group of special materi-
als that detonate and combust. The behavior of EMs under
extreme conditions like high temperatures and high pres-
sures has attracted the attention of researchers, as detailed
descriptions of their electronic structures, geometries, and
chemical reaction mechanisms are essential if we are to
understand the events that happen at their reactive fronts
under the conditions associated with detonation or combus-
tion. Under shock conditions, EMs can be heated to over
3000 °C and subjected to a compression of several tens of
GPa, leading to a reduction in volume of about 30 %. Their
electronic structures, geometries, and chemical reactivities
can change considerably under these extreme conditions
when compared to those seen under ambient conditions.

Charge transfer is an inevitable consequence of the
changes in electronic structures that occur under extreme
conditions. However, to our knowledge, reports in the liter-
ature on this topic for EMs are scarce. We therefore decided
to explore this area of research, and we are reporting the
results of our study in this work. We employed molecular
simulations to elucidate the charge transfer in gaseous and
perfectly crystalline 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene
(TATB) and 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-octahydrotetrazocine
(HMX) under conditions that became extreme, like high
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temperatures and high pressures. TATB is a well-known and
rather insensitive explosive, and HMX is called the “king of
explosives,” as it is extensively applied as an energetic
component in many propellant and explosive formulations,
due to its excellent performance in this context.

Molecular simulations based on quantum chemistry
(QC), molecular mechanics (MM), molecular dynamics
(MD), molecular reaction force field (MRF), Monte Carlo
(MC), and mesoscale calculations are becoming an increas-
ingly important tool for exploring the structures, properties,
and behavior of materials, in particular EMs under extreme
conditions, due to high-risk, rapid, and complex nature of
their decomposition, which make experimental studies of
these substances rather difficult.

We first provide a brief review of existing molecular
simulation results obtained for EMs under extreme con-
ditions, which were helpful in our study. Periodic cal-
culations based on force field or DFT methods were used to
study the static behaviors of explosives at high pressures,
including under hydrostatic, uniform, and uniaxial compres-
sion. For instance, the force field potential energy func-
tion CHARMM29 was employed to study 1,3-diamino-
2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (DATB), which has a similar mo-
lecular structure to TATB, at high pressures [2]. Wu et
al. carried out DFT and configuration interaction calculations
to examine the insulator-to-metal transition of the ener-
getic crystalline solid TATB. They predicted that the lower
bound for the metallization pressure was 120 GPa, and there-
fore concluded that electronic excitation is not involved in
the primary stages of detonation for a defect-free TATB
crystal [3]. Later, a combined DFT and MD method (also
called ab initio MD) was devised, and this was soon applied
to investigate the dynamic behaviors of explosives at high
temperatures and high pressures, as well as shock velocities
(loaded if necessary). Manaa et al. reported the first quantum-
based multiscale simulations to study the reactivity of shocked
perfect crystals of TATB, and found that high concentrations
of nitrogen-rich heterocyclic clusters occur when TATB
experiences overdriven shock speeds of 9 km/s for up
to 0.43 ns and 10 km/s for up to 0.2 ns [4]. Another
similar simulation was performed by them for crystal-
line HMX at a density of 1.9 g/cm3 and 3500 K: con-
ditions roughly similar to the Chapman–Jouguet detonation
state. They estimated reaction rates for the products H2O, N2,
CO2, and CO of 0.48, 0.08, 0.05, and 0.11 ps−1, respectively
[5]. Wei et al. carried out Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics
(CPMD) simulations to investigate the thermal decomposition
of solid nitromethane (NM). They found that it undergoes
chemical decomposition at about 2200 K under ambient pres-
sure. Reaction initiation involves both proton transfer and C–
N bond cleavage, and the final products are H2O, CO2, N2,
and CNCNC [6]. Because of the long simulation times in-
volved, the number of molecules that can be simulated is very

limited, and it is impossible for a group with only moderate
computational resources to perform such simulations over a
short period.

A forcefield with bond order functions—called the
molecular reactive force field (MRF)—has recently been
used to explore the events that occur under extreme
conditions. More than one million atoms can be includ-
ed such simulations. Therefore, the biggest advantage of
the MRF method is that it can deal with much larger
systems that are much closer to real systems than an ab
initio MD method can. Strachan et al. extended the
MRF ReaxFF to describe the high-energy nitramine
1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-hexahydrotriazine (RDX), and used
this MRF to study the shock-induced chemistry of
RDX. They found that for high impact velocities
(>6 km/s), RDX molecules decompose and react to form a
variety of small molecules over very short timescales (<3 ps).
The products of this reaction are consistent with those found
experimentally at longer timescales [7]. Furnish et al.
compared the decomposition reactions of pure RDX and

Fig. 1 Single molecules and unit cells of TATB and HMX. C, H, N
and O atoms are shown in gray, white, blue, and red, respectively

Fig. 2 Model used to perform calculations for a TATB molecule: the
stretching of the C–N bond in a nitro group (a) and the torsion of a
nitro group out of the plane of the benzene ring (b)
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the mixture RDX/Estane and found that the delay time
increased after adding Estane [8]. Another interesting
finding was obtained by performing ReaxFF simulations
on RDX with a void. As the void collapsed, two dis-
tinct reaction regimes were observed. From the arrival
of the shock wave until the closure of the void 2.6 ps
later, rapid production of NO2 was observed. Shortly after
that, whenmolecules hit the wall downstream after 2.6–3.9 ps,
various chemical products such as N2, H2O, and HONO were
produced [9]. This method was also applied to re-examine the
anisotropic sensitivities of the crystal faces of pentaery-
thritol tetranitrate (PETN). A higher rate of temperature
increase and the formation of the product with the (110) face
rather than the (100) face confirmed that the (110) face is more
sensitive, in good agreement with previous experimental
results [10]. Additionally, a large carbon cluster was observed
in an MRF simulation of TATB [11], as mentioned above for

ab initio MD simulations [4]. Empirical force field calcula-
tions were carried out to explore the molecular dynamics of
the void defects in crystalline RDX [12].

Based on the brief survey provided above, we can see
that molecular simulation is a useful way to elucidate the
structures, properties, and behaviors of EMs under extreme
conditions. Some of the results obtained from these simu-
lations are found to be highly consistent with experiments,
while others are novel and can provide useful information
for understanding the events associated with EMs under
extreme conditions. We also find that charge transfer should
be inevitable under conditions that become extreme. In the
work described in this paper, we focused on charge transfer
in TATB and HMX under conditions that ranged from the
usual to high pressures or high temperatures. Hopefully, our
work will help to expand knowledge of both charge transfer
[13, 14] and EMs.

Fig. 3 Plots of the change in the length of the C–N bond (ΔL) versus the change in the charge on the stretched nitro group (a; in units of the charge on
the electron, e), the change in the band gap (b), and the change in the total energy (c) of the TATB molecule, respectively

Fig. 4 Plots of the rotation angle (θ) of the nitro group versus the change in the charge on the nitro group (a; in units of the charge on the electron, e), the
change in the band gap (b), and the change in the total energy (c) of the TATB molecule, respectively
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Methodology

The static and dynamic behaviors of TATB and HMX (the
molecular structures and unit cells of which are shown in
Fig. 1) at high pressures or high temperatures were consid-
ered in this work. A nitro group in an organic compound is
usually an electron acceptor and an ignition group; breaking
the bond between the nitro group and the molecule initiates
the molecular decomposition. The charge on a nitro group
can quantitatively reflect its chemical environment. Obvi-
ously, change in the amount of charge on the nitro group
denotes the change in its chemical environment. In other
words, the changes in the chemical environment induced by
extreme conditions can be represented by the change in the
amount of charge transferred. In this work, the charge trans-
fer was denoted by the change in the Mulliken charge
(ΔQnitro) of a given nitro group, or by the average ΔQnitro

value for all nitro groups in a molecule (to get a sense of the
average charge transfer, as there are three nitro groups in a

TATB molecule and four nitro groups in an HMX mole-
cule). Because charge transfer is basically electron transfer,
some of the characteristics associated with electronic struc-
tures, such as the band gap (BG), LUMO and HOMO, and
density of states (DOS), were given out conditionally for a
comprehensive understanding on it. This approach can over-
come the problems associated with analyzing charge trans-
fer based on atomic charges. As is well-known, Mulliken
charges depend strongly on the calculation method
employed including functionals and basis sets. In the case
of compression, internal stress was calculated using the
equation P0ΔE/ΔV. Detailed modeling and calculations
were carried out as follows:

(1) Elongate the C–N bond of the nitro group or twist it out
of the plane of the benzene ring of a TATB molecule to
mimic a gaseous TATB molecule that is being subjected
to a high temperature. Three DFT methods—LDA/
PWC, BLYP, and PBE—were adopted to fully optimize
the TATB molecule or to optimize it with fixed C–N
bond lengths (L) or torsion angles (θ). As illustrated in
Fig. 2, ΔL is the increase in the C–N bond length (in
increments of 0.1 Å) relative to that of the fully optimized

Fig. 5 Plot of the volume strain (V/V0) versus the change in the charge on the nitro group (a; in units of the charge on the electron, e), the change in the
band gap (b), and the internal stress (c) during the uniform compression of the TATB unit cell, respectively

Fig. 6 Plot of Qnitro and V/V0 against the internal stress in compressed,
unrelaxed TATB

Fig. 7 Comparison of the electron densities in TATB under high (left)
and normal (right) pressure
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TATB molecule; while θ, the torsion angle, was
increased from zero (for the fully optimized TATB
molecule) to 90° in steps of 5°.

(2) Uniformly compress the unit cells of the TATB and
HMX crystals to V/V0050 % in in steps of 2 % to
mimic perfectly crystalline TATB and HMX at high
pressure. The abovementioned DFT methods were also
employed to relax the atomic positions with fixed
lattice parameters.

(3) Subject single gaseous molecules and the unit cells
of TATB and HMX, respectively, to temperatures
of 1000, 2000, and 3000 K and carry out ab initio
MD simulations with NVT ensembles to study their
dynamic behaviors at high temperatures. In these cases,
the LDA/PWC functional [15], the massive GGM

thermostat [16], and the velocity Verlet integration algo-
rithm [17] were applied in simulations that lasted for 1 ps
for the single molecules and 5 ps for the unit cells and
used time steps of 0.5 fs. We then randomly selected
some balanced structures at different temperatures and
recalculated their electronic structures without relaxation
to study the charge transfer.

For a single explosive organic molecule, a common DFT
method can be used to obtain an accurate geometry and
electronic structure; for an organic crystal, current DFT
methods have been shown to poorly describe van de Waals
forces. However, we have to choose them to study TATB
and HMX crystals because no other better method is avail-
able. For example, Byrd and Rice used three DFT methods
(PW91, PBE, and LDA) to calculate crystal structures for
five molecular crystals of high-energy materials over a
range of experimental pressures, including HMX, RDX,
2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitrohexaazaisowurzitane (CL-20),
TATB, and PETN. They found that both PW91 and PBE
generally overestimate volumes relative to experimental
values, while LDA underestimates crystal volumes when
compared to experimental values. However, these inaccu-
racies diminish as the pressures increases [18, 19]. Be-
sides, all of the ab initio boundary calculations in the
reports mentioned in the “Introduction” are DFT calcula-
tions. Similarly, three DFT methods (LDA/PWC, BLYP,
and PBE) were selected for this work. All calculations
were carried out using the DFT-based package Dmol3

[20–22].

Results and discussion

We regard the results from the ab initio MD simulations as
the results obtained under dynamic conditions, and the

Fig. 8 Plot of V/V0 versus Qnitro for the three nitro groups (NI, NII, and
NIII) in TATB, and for an “average” nitro group (NA; i.e., the values
for NI, NII, and NIII were averaged)

Fig. 9 3×3×1 supercell of
TATB , extending from its
compressed unit cell. a Top
view of the (001) face, b
numbering scheme for
interatomic bonds in the
center molecule, and c side
view along the b axis
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others as the results obtained under static conditions. We
discuss these two sets of results separately in the following
two sections.

Static conditions

We first focus on the static results for a TATB molecule. In
this case, one of its nitro groups is stretched along the C–N
bond of the nitro group, or is twisted out of the benzene ring
with a fixed C–N bond length (derived from the full opti-
mization of the molecule), which could occur because the
TATB molecule is being subjected to extreme temperatures.
During the stretching, negative charge is transferred from
the nitro group, as shown in Fig. 3a, and tend to zero when
the bond is broken. Actually, a neutral NO2 molecule is
without net charges. When the bond breaks, producing two
radicals, the band gap (BG) decreases and total energy
increases, as illustrated in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. As
indicated in Fig. 3, the three DFT methods give the same
variations inΔQnitro,ΔBG, andΔE (change in total energy)
during the stretching, but there are some differences in the
calculated relative values. For instance, using LDA leads to
the biggest increase in ΔQnitro transferred and the total
energy, and the smallest decrease in ΔBG; the variations
in ΔQnitro and ΔBG derived using the two GGA methods
(BPE and BLYP) are very similar, but they both show
greater differences from those obtained using LDA. The
three methods give very different dissociation energies
(BDEs) for the C–N bond of the bond: the largest value is
given by LDA, and the smallest is given by BLYP.

The three methods also give the same variations in the
above parameters as the C–N bond of the nitro group is
rotated, as illustrated in Fig. 4. As the nitro group deviates
further and further from the plane of the benzene ring,
ΔQnitro increases, ΔBG decreases, and ΔE increases. A
previous study showed there is a correlation between the
Qnitro values and the impact sensitivities of nitro com-
pounds: as Qnitro becomes increasingly negative, the impact
sensitivity decreases [23]. This correlation is based on the
fact that an increasingly negative Qnitro leads to a more
stable nitro compound. Here, both stretching and twisting
cause the stability of the TATB molecule to decrease, as
Qnitro becomes increasingly negative, BG decreases, and the
total energy increases. In other words, all of these indicators
of molecular stability change in a consistent manner.

Based on the above discussion, we can see that stretching
or twisting a nitro group in a TATB molecule causes the
transfer of some electrons from the nitro group, and
decreases its negative charge, indicating that some negative
charge is transferred from the electron acceptors (the nitro
groups) in the TATB molecule at high temperatures.

Next, we consider the charge transfer in the unit cells of
TATB and HMX when they are uniformly compressed. T
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Figure 5a shows the variation in ΔQnitro in the unit cell of
the TATB molecule as it is compressed. However, the
corresponding variations given by LDA and PBE differ
from that given by BLYP. When LDA and PBE are used,
ΔQnitro is found to initially decrease with some fluctuations,
before decreasing rapidly; when BLYP is used, ΔQnitro

initially gradually decreases, with a local maximum occur-
ring at V/V000.92.

We believe that the amount and the sign of the charge
transferred are determined by the relative positions of atoms
in the cell. To examine this, we first carried out BLYP
calculations for the electronic structures of uniformly com-
pressed and unrelaxed TATB as an extreme case, which
resembles the case when there is insufficient time for the
compressed TATB to relax. As a result, we observed reverse
charge transfer in Fig. 6, in contrast to the results seen in
Fig. 5a. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the electron densities are

averaged or delocalized, and they increase after compres-
sion. The nitro groups increase in electron density to a lesser
degree than the other atoms, causing negative charge to be
transferred from the notro groups. Kuklja et al. calculated
the electronic structures of solid and unrelaxed FOX-7 and
found that the BG is much larger for relaxed FOX-7 [24].
That is, the unrelaxed state causes the electrons to become
more delocalized. It also shows that the uniform shortening
of interatomic distances in the TATB unit cell upon com-
pression prompts negative charge transfer from the nitro
groups.

We were also interested in the interatomic distances in the
compressed and the relaxed unit cell. In this case, the results
of the LDA calculations were chosen for analyses. As
shown in Fig. 8, the negative charge on each of the three
nitro groups of TATB gradually increases, albeit with some
fluctuations. Now, numbering the nitro groups and interatomic

Fig. 10 Plots of the volume strain (V/V0) versus the change in the charge on the nitro group (a; in units of the charge on the electron, e), the change
in the band gap (b), and the internal stress (c) for the HMX unit cell, respectively

Fig. 11 DOSs for the TATB
and HMX unit cells under
different volume strains (V/V0)

J Mol Model (2012) 18:4831–4841 4837



distances of interest as shown in Fig. 9b, and listing all of the
relevant data in Table 1, it is clear that all of the C–N bond
lengths (denoted dI, dII, and dIII, respectively, for the C–N
bonds associated with NI, NII, and NIII) gradually decrease
while the interatomic distances d1–d12 show different varia-
tions as the unit cell is compressed. There is also no obvious
correlation between Qnitro and the C–N bond lengths: Qnitro

fluctuates in a rather random manner as the bond lengths
decrease. Therefore, we will turn our attention to the other
atoms neighboring the nitro groups; i.e., we will consider the
O···H distances. For all of the nitro groups, the plot of V/V0

versusQnitro shows a disparity (a jump or dip) between V/V00
0.68 and 0.66: for NI,Qnitro increases steeply; for NI and NI, it
decreases steeply. As shown in Table 1, the rapid increase in
Qnitro for NI can be attributed to a brief weakening of the

hydrogen bonding network that is induced by the rapid elon-
gation of d1 from 1.585 to 1.901 Å, despite the strengthening
of the hydrogen bonding network caused by the shortening of
d2, d3, and d4 by 0.069, 0.2, and 0.125 Å, respectively.
Similarly, the rapid decreases in Qnitro seen for NII and NIII
are due to the significant shortening of d5 and d6 (by 0.307
and 0.354 Å, respectively) and d10 and d11 (by 0.15 and
0.115 Å, respectively). Meanwhile, it should be noted that
the chemical bond torsion and electron delocalization that
occur under compression can lead to jumps in the V/V0 versus
Qnitro plot. This lack of “smoothness” can also be seen in the
plot of ΔBG shown in Fig. 5b.

By the way, LDA indicates that there are some negative
values of internal stress at the beginning of compression,
and it gives lower internal stress values than GGA, such that

Table 2 Distributions of frontier orbitals, energy gaps, relative energies, and the changes in the average charge on a nitro group in an NVT-balanced
TATB molecule at different temperatures

Table 3 Distributions of frontier orbitals, energy gaps, relative energies, and changes in the average charge on a nitro group in an NVT-balanced
HMX molecule at different temperatures

Temperature, K HOMO LUMO ΔE(L-H), eV RE, eV ΔQNitro,T, e

0 3.75 0 0

1000 2.53 9.26 0.186

2000 1.96 7.30 0.152

3000 1.71 8.32 0.151
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LDA underestimates the organic crystal volume compared
to experimental results, whereas GGA overestimates them.
Understandably, the unrelaxed state of compressed TATB
results in more internal stress than the relaxed state, as
shown in Figs. 5c and 6.

Moving on to analyze HMX, we first consider the charge
transfer. Figure 10a shows that BLYP indicates a continuous
and smooth charge transfer to the nitro groups, while both
LDA and BPE indicate that the negative charges on the nitro
groups first increase before they decrease for V/V0≥ 0.58.

Table 4 Distributions of frontier orbitals, energy gaps, relative energies, and the changes in the average charge on a nitro group in an NVT-balanced
unit cell of TATB at different temperatures

Temperature, K HOMO LUMO BG, eV RE, eV ΔQNitro,T, e

0 2.50 0 0

1000 2.12 3.79 0.171

2000 1.55 17.66 0.682

3000 0.84 19.04 0.495

Table 5 Distributions of frontier orbitals, energy gaps, relative energies, and the changes in the average charge on a nitro group in an NVT-balanced
unit cell of HMX at different temperatures

Temperature, K HOMO LUMO BG, eV RE, eV ΔQNitro,T, e

0 3.73 0 0

1000 2.14 12.77 0.318

2000 1.63 18.78 0.684

3000 1.50 16.76 0.471

J Mol Model (2012) 18:4831–4841 4839



This is different behavior to that seen for TATB. For TATB,
the three DFT methods indicated that the negative charge
increased, albeit with fluctuations, as the strain increased.
This difference can be attributed to several reasons: for one
thing, the atomic charges are sensitive to the method ap-
plied; for another, the nitro groups in HMX differ from those
in TATB in terms of their abilities to attract electrons from
their surrounding atoms during compression. Comparing the
variations in ΔQnitro shown in Figs. 5a and 10a, we can see
that the nitro groups in TATB attract electrons much more
strongly than those in HMX: when V/V000.50, about
−0.20e is transferred on average in TATB, while this figure
is less than −0.01e in HMX. Thus, the charge transfer in
perfectly crystalline HMX is not sensitive to compression.
Two other observations support this: one is that BG
decreases less with V/V0 for HMX (Fig. 10b) than for TATB
(Fig. 5b); the other is the lower DOS for TATB than for
HMX at a given strain (see Fig. 11). However, the trends in
internal stress (as derived from the DFT calculations) for
HMX (Fig. 10c) are similar to those seen for TATB (Fig. 5c).

Dynamic conditions

The dynamic behaviors of TATB and HMX at 1000, 2000,
and 3000 K were simulated by performing ab initio MD
calculations for their single gaseous molecules and unit
cells, and the electronic structures of some randomly select-
ed and dynamically balanced structures at different temper-
atures were recalculated to gain further insight into the
charge transfer in these molecules.

We first considered the charge transfer in a single
TATB molecule at different high temperatures. For all of
the cases shown in Table 2, positive charge was trans-
ferred to the nitro groups, similar to the results obtained
for static calculations of a single TATB molecule (see
above). The sign of Qnitro in TATB at high temperatures
remains negative, based on the primary Qnitro0−0.417e
for the fully optimized TATB molecule. Also, as illus-
trated in Table 2, high temperatures break the symmetry
of the TATB molecule and strongly deform it, changing
the HOMO–LUMO distributions and decreasing the
corresponding energy gaps ΔE(L–H), thus making the
molecule much more energetic. Overall, high temperatures
make the molecule unstable.

The results for a single HMX molecule (listed in Table 3)
are mostly the same as those seen for a single TATB mole-
cule. It is worth noting that the positive charge transferred to
the nitro groups makes them more positively charged than
the average charge on a nitro group (−0.112e) in the fully
optimized HMX molecule. If we compare the charges on the
nitro groups in heated molecules of TATB and HMX, it is
clear that TATB is more stable than HMX, based on the rule
of nitro group charges [25].

Next, the charge transfer in perfectly crystalline TATB
and HMX subjected to high temperatures is considered. As
shown in Tables 4 and 5, the charge transfer in this case is
very similar to that seen in the heated molecules, but it is
very different from that seen when high pressures are
appled. That is, positive charge is transferred to the nitro
groups this time, not from the nitro groups (as occurs under
high pressures). We think that high pressures are advanta-
geous for shortening interatomic distances, transferring
more electrons to nitro groups, and making them more
negatively charged, while high temperatures lead to strong
deformation of TATB and HMX molecules, which makes
nitro groups less attractive to electrons.

Conclusions

Charge transfer in single molecules and the unit cells of the
high-energy materials TATB and HMX under some extreme
conditions, like high temperatures and high pressures, was
simulated statically and dynamically. Three DFT methods—
LDA, BLYP, and BPE—were employed for the simulations.
High temperatures were found to encourage negative charge
transfer from the nitro groups in single molecules and unit cells
of these twomolecules in both static and dynamic calculations,
while the reverse (and more complicated) behavior was seen
when high uniform pressures were applied. That is, for TATB,
all of the DFT calculations showed negative charge transfer to
the nitro groups when the pressure was increased; while for
HMX, BLYP calculations indicated continuous negative
charge transfer to the nitro groups, while LDA and BPE
calculations pointed to initial negative charge transfer to the
nitro groups, followed by negative charge transfer from these
groups when the pressure exceeded a certain value. BLYP
calculations for an unrelaxed and compressed unit cell of
TATB indicated negative charge transfer from the nitro groups.

We believe that charge transfer, which is essentially elec-
tron transfer, is related to the relative positions of the atoms in
the system of interest. Different DFTmethods sometimes give
different variations in charge transfer because they can give
different electronic structures under extreme conditions.
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